
DroefMeeting Minutes                                                                                                      January 16th, 2020 
 

1. Living Lab Droevendaal 
 
The first part of the droefmeeting included the discussion on the worrisome project of the Droevendaal  
Living Lab, spearheaded by Idealis.  
To sum up: the goal of the project is to gain knowledge on sustainable and self sustaining building; the 
design should be based on the principles of co-creation with active engagement by different stakeholders 
(droevies included). This is part of a broader urban development project that started 1.5 years ago with 
Wageningen, referred to as city deal. Bart and Brigitte, the spokespeople of Idealis say that the goal of the 
project is to learn, gain experience and knowledge in order to apply it to future buildings.  
 
In the hazy communication style of Idealis, there a few clear points:  

• For this project they want to build a building ex-novo, because we can test new things and 
experiment;  

• They want to understand how to the most sustainable housing of the NL, considering all aspects of 
sustainability (therefore also the social one, and that’s why they seek our involvement); 

• They want to understand what is sustainability, as a concept and put in practice in our community? 
What materials are used? How do you achieve the whole process? How do tenants experience a 
sustainable community? 

• Apparently, what they want from us is cooperation 
• Apparently, they have no clear idea of where they  will break new ground, it doesn’t have to be the 

field. However, for the project design phase they seem to want to use the field as a “blank canvas”; 
THE FIELD IS NOT THE FINAL PLACE  

• The size of the unit (for the project) would include about 10-15 rooms 
• Our houses will not expire in 2050, as someone was worried it was a looming threat. They are build 

in 2000 to last 50 years (both financially and constructionwise), but like many other (old) Idealis 
buildings they can be renovated etc. 

 
 

From the droevies:  
• The community is firm on one thing: not on the field 
• Doubts arise on the sense of designing a building based on a specific space (droevendaal) if 

eventually the unit will be built somewhere else;  
• Social aspect of sustainability is very important, should be taken into consideration  
• Scepticism about the project and Idealis’s possible greenwashing tactics worry all dreovies 
• Can other, existing, houses be used as a base for the planimetry/design? 
• We are happy to hear that the field is not the final place; the worry is that in the end our wishes will 

not be taken fully into account. 
 

Next step – what to do  
Idealis wants us involved in the design of the project, so if any of the droevies has ideas and wants to be 
involved, please check out the Droev Living lab project group on Facebook and coordinate with Maarten 
(67); we should set a session to share our thoughts and brainstorm actions, whatever they might be and to 
dialogue with Idealis.  
 
 

4. Common barrack 
 

Update from CB committee: Not much is going on – business as usual. There is a new cleaning schedule and 
on Tuesday the 21st a big cleaning session in which all groups who make use of the CB will help out.  



A new aerial silk has been attached to the ceiling: guidelines on the proper use will be soon available, the 
basic rules are in line with basic common sense such as: a) do not hang from it with multiple people b) put 
the mattresses underneath to ensure a safe landing.  
CB needs a new treasurer and who wants to be involved can contact Linda (67) 

 
5. VOKO (last minute agenda entry) 

There will be a delivery soon, end of January things will be communicated on the proper channels (telegram 
and facebook).  
The VOKO team is currently having logistical issues due to lack of people (3 out of 4 people will leave soon). 
Someone should join the VOKO team, Marta (35) has offered her services but more people are needed.  If 
you are interested, get in touch with Carmen (31) to join the VOKO team. 

 
 

6. Droef sound system  
Update from Momo (103): multiple meetings were held in the past months, with the aim of envisioning 
what the Droef soundsystem should be like (many parameters to consider: long term use and durability, 
flexibility in terms of music to play). In the end a premade system (meaning bought in all its components 
with minimum intervention) is the best way to go; the exact model was posted on telegram and on 
facebook. Just a few alterations will be made to make it hard to break and mora durable (dreofparty proof)  
The new issue which arises is the renting system and fee: this is yet to be decided and confirmed. Momo 
proposes to have a meeting Wednesday or Thursday (again, check the proper comm channels for updates) 
to discuss the renting fee, payback period of the investment and final destination of any revenue stream 
that could come from the rent.  
Furthermore, terms of use will be laid out to ensure that this investment will have a long a prosperous life in 
our community (deposit, instructions for use….) 
 
The decision making process regarding the soundsystem can be tricky, Luc (37) proposes a one vote per 
room, and collecting votes going to every house vote to ensure maximum representation in decision 
making. Eli (65) will help out with this decision making, especially because he knows his house is not 
particularly in favour of the earlier not so clear decision taking process..  
Ultimately, follow up with Momo (103) on any updates – technical, logistical and financial (stay tuned on 
facebook and telegram, but also analogically).  
Agata (105) wants to be involved in the financial matters .  
 

 
7. Daily living council 

Max (67) who has been a part of the daily living council is currently overwhelmed by his phD duties and 
therefore resigns from his position as secretary. Eli (65) proposes himself as new secretary and his 
candidature is accepted unanimously by the attendees.   
 
Decision making process proposition from Luc (37):  
(getting a visual impression per statement, by raising hands) 
 

• It is nice that we have a Droefmeeting  (many in favour) 

A very important goal of a DroefMeeting is/should be:  

• to be updated about what is going on (many in favour) 
• to exchange, and sense, opinions (many in favour) 
• to take decisions (many in favour) 
• to meet people (many in favour) 
• to nourish  a community feeling (many in favour) 



Small decisions (chicken free, big garbage container) should as much as possible: 

• just be taken by the Daily Living Council (many in favour) 
• discussed & decided on Facebook and  Telegram (some in  favour) 
• discussed  & decided on special discussion online tools, such as Kialo (few in favour) 
• discussed  & decided in this meeting (some in  favour) 

Medium and big decisions (get rid of grey water system, closing of east parking lot, what to do with orphan 
caravans, who should have access to the motorshed, any wishes towards Idealis) should as much as possible 
be: 

• just be taken by the Daily Living Council (nobody in favour) 
• discussed  & decided on Facebook and  Telegram  (some in  favour) 
• discussed  & decided on special discussion online tools, such as Kialo (few in  favour) 
• discussed  & decided in this meeting  (some in  favour) 
• be voted  for, on a one-vote-per-room basis  (some in  favour) 

There are many dedicated groups (CBC, greengroup, cleaning, book-and-clothes giveaway shop, 
grassmowers, projector, VOKO etc etc.) . Decisions that are related to the domain of a group should as much 
as possible be taken by: 

• the groups themselves (many in favour) 
• the whole of Droevendaal  (some in  favour) 

Suppose we have a pool of people willing and capable of chairing this meeting: 

• It is better to have a rotating chair (some in  favour) 
• It is better to have always the same chair (some in  favour) 

Concluding 

• For certain topics, this is a good format to shape an agenda point (some in  favour) 

 

 
8. Scabies:  
Cecilia (37) is grossed out by the amount of scabies outbreaks in droef in the course of the past here, she 
has serious doubts on general hygiene and careful prophylaxis1 for people returning from field work.  
Linda (67) assures that scabies has always been an issue for the community, but it used to lurk in the 
shadows and not talked about openly. Since now we share about it more openly when there is an 
outbreak she sees an improvement in the management of these outbreaks.  
What is there to do? Read up on the Droef inhabitants past posts on the issue (there is all kinds of 
information on the mites’ biological cycle as well as treatment), but also don’t be afraid to share with the 
community if you are afflicted by this issue. No shame and no sitgma, but let’s try to not make it 
proliferate more.  

 
9. Droef care day: 

 
Droef care day used to be a day dedicated to caring for the community and coming up with tasks that 
could further improve Droef, the common living spaces in particular. Everyone would be free to join and 
give some help. Linda (67) wants to organize it again, and with consensus from the attendees, she will 

                                                           
1 “measures designed to preserve health” 



follow up in the next months with a date and structure for the day. If you want to help, do not hesitate 
to contact her.   

 
10. Water cleaner 
This vacuum cleaner tool used to be in the shed and available to the community. It is particularly handy 
when after a party you want to suck the water from the floor. 
Of the three options proposed from Agata (105), the attendees unanimously agree on the purchase of 
the one pictured below (it has a stainless steel drum, which one guesses will be more durable than the 
plastic one). House 105 offers to take care of it and be responsible for its use (better than leaving it in a 
shed, where its tracks could be lost very fast) 

  
11. Greengroup  
One new member if the greengroup, Giulia (101) will manage the compost again.  
Ferran (45) gives a short update: in the long run it would be nice that more people joined and helped out 
with the tasks of the greengroup (if you are new and do not know what the6 entail, you can check the 
website). In the short term, there will be a cleaning day on the 25th + chainsaw workshop. For the latter, 
confirmation is needed with the greengroup members (Ferran, 45) because a second chainsaw should be 
arranged. 
On that day Idealis will provide lunch.  

 
12. Q&A 
Luc (37): from the last meeting ideas for an internal droev bike service came up, anyone followed up with 
that? Nothing came out of it.  

Momo (103): there are many new people in Droef, it’s important to advertise the existence of a variety of 
groups through which our community functions and thrives (information on the website).  

Luca (99): wouldn’t be the books of the giveaway  shop be better displayed in the CB (which is dry, an 
optimal condition for books, as opposed to the currently mouldy shed).  The logic in this is infallible, 
however the move should be coordinate with the CB committee and the giveaway team (whoever that is)   

Ferran (45): some things still don’t work smoothly; he appreciates Momo’s approach to the sound system 
purchase (very thought out, pro/cons; plan b, contingency plans). To keep in mind for upcoming meetings is 
to present projects and ideas with the same thoroughness: propose a plan, so informed decisions can be 
taken  

  



REMINDER:  

Minutes previous meeting: http://www.droevendaal.nl/development/wp-
content/uploads/2019/10/20190930-Droef-meeting-Minutes-Sept-24.pdf, or droevendaal.nl > Practical > 
Initiatives > Droevendaal meetings  
Open Droef vacancies (not to be discussed during the meeting)  
We can use Droevendalers who are :  

• Creative to make pictures for www.droevendaal.nl  
• Precise to update www.droevendaal.nl  
• Curious to write nice stories for www.droevendaal.nl  
• Social to remove those who are not living at Droevendaal anymore, from the 
Droevendaal Inhabitants facebook group  
• Tidy to help with structuring the books-and-clothes give away shop team agenda something  

Interested? Send an email to mayor@droevendaal.nl, or ask a 
 
Attendees of the meeting (who made it till the end). Ferran (45), Maarten (67), Luca (99) , Max (67), Momo 
(103), Marta (35), Agata (105), Clara (93), Angelica (37), Luc (37), Eli (65), Linda (67; chair), Carmen (31), Tobi 
(105), Philippe (105), Julian (105), Florian (49), Marte (49), Julia (49), Popi (95), Corentin (95), Donatella (67), 
Isabella (57), Jeroen (57), Elli (41), Livia (59), Luca (59), Victoria (105), Julia (45), Maelle (47), Cecilia (37; 
minutes).  
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